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RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT / DISCLAIMER AGREEMENT 

 

 
Trading any financial market involves risk. This report and all and any of its contents are neither a solicitation nor an 
offer to Buy/Sell any financial market. 

 

The contents of this material are for general information and educational purposes only [contents shall also mean the 
website http://www.secretoftrading.com or any website (“the sites”) the content is hosted on, and any email 
correspondence or newsletters or postings related to such website]. Every effort has been made to accurately 
represent this product and its potential. There is no guarantee that you will earn any money using the techniques, 
ideas and software in these materials. Examples in these materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee 
of earnings. Earning potential is entirely dependent on the person using the product, ideas and techniques. We do not 
purport this to be a “get rich scheme.” 

 

Although every attempt has been made to assure accuracy, we do not give any express or implied warranty as to its 
accuracy. We do not accept any liability for error or omission. Examples are provided for illustrative purposes only 
and should not be construed as investment advice or strategy. 

 

No representation is being made that any account or trader will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those 
discussed in this report or on http://www.secretoftrading.com or on the sites. Past performance is not indicative of 
future results. 

 

By purchasing any content, subscribing to our mailing list or using the website or contents of the website or materials 
provided herewith, you will be deemed to have accepted these terms and conditions in full as appear also on our site, 
as do our full earnings disclaimer and privacy policy and CFTC disclaimer and rule 4.41 to be read here with. So too, 
all the materials contained within this course, including this manual, whether they appear on our domain(s) or are in 
physical form, are protected by copyright. "Warning: The unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this copyrighted 
work is illegal. Criminal copyright infringement, including infringement without monetary gain, is investigated by the 
authorities and is punishable with imprisonment and a fine." We reserve all our rights in this regard. 

 

Alaziac Trading CC, in association with http://www.secretoftrading.com, the sites, content, and its representatives do 
not and cannot give investment advice or invite customers or readers to engage in investments through this course or 
any part of it. 

 

The information provided in this content is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any 
jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject us 
to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. 

 

Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are mentioned below. No 
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. In 
fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and actual results subsequently 
achieved by any particular trading program and method. 

 

One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of 
hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk and no hypothetical trading record can 
completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. 

 

For example, the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a particular trading program or system in spite of the 
trading losses are material points that can also adversely affect trading results. There are numerous other factors 
related to the market in general or to the implementation of any specific trading program, which cannot be fully 
accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results. All of which can adversely affect actual trading 
results. 

 

We reserve the right to change the set terms and conditions without notice. You can check for updates to this 
disclaimer at anytime by visiting http://www.secretoftrading.com. 

 

Governing law: this policy and the use of this report / course / DVDs / eBook, provided in any form, and any content on 
the website are governed by the laws of the Republic of South Africa. Further details on this are found under the 
Terms and Conditions on our site. Please ensure you read and agree with all Terms and Conditions as set out on our 
site before using any of the materials. Your use and reliance on the materials is based on your acceptance of such 
Terms and Conditions and policies as appear on the site. 
 

http://www.forexprecog.com/
http://www.newscienceofforextrading.com/
http://www.tradeology.com/
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Welcome to the Black Box Money System.  

You might not realize that unlike traditional stock investing, you can pick up 

lucrative options for much less, and following my straightforward and easy 

Trading Trainer approach, you could have $10 million or more in your 

account within the next decade.  

We aren’t talking about a get-rich-quick scheme, but rather a steady, 

consistent, and vastly profitable way to become a multi-millionaire… 

And the best part is you could do it in about twenty minutes a day.  

I walk you through how to find, and test, potential options, step-by-step, 

right here.  

Let’s get started. 
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BLACK BOX STRATEGY 

 

 

This strategy consists of set of very simple tasks in order to make consistent 

returns of 3%, 5%, 10% or even 15%. 

We're going to need a couple of the pieces of the puzzle in order to complete 

the strategy. One of them is a copy of Investors Business Daily. 

 You can get it in several places: 

 Electronic (online) version 

 Local library 

 Subscription 

 Local newspaper shop or bookstore 

The best thing about this technique is that you don’t have to do it every day. 

You can do it once or twice a month and you’ll be able to find plenty of picks 

for yourself in order to make this strategy work. 

We will be purchasing the underlying stock and then selling back an option 

that will expire in 4 weeks or less. That way we’ll basically be buying this 

stock at a discount. 

You pay full price for the stock, and you get a portion of it back for selling 

the option. The option winds up expiring and you either: 

 Close your position, or 

 The position closes out automatically 

That way you basically get the stock that you purchased at a lower cost and 

that is when you make 3%, 5%, 10% or even 15%. 

The procedure is actually very easy and simple, so let’s get down to it. 
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This technique is a two-step process: 

1. Look for potential picks 

2. Examine the chosen picks     

 

Step1: Look for potential picks 

For this, we'll use Investors Business Daily (IBD). First of all, you'll need to 

go to the section called "Option Tables." Option tables exist in every edition 

of the IBD, so you will be able to find them easily. 

 

 

Le'ts go through the steps: 

1. Inside Investors Business Daily, go to the"Option Tables“ section 

(Option Tables are in every edition) 

2. You'll find different stocks, the closing prices for the previous day, 

and the options that followed it. 

3. Look for stocks with a closed price below $10 (max $20), since 

you won't need a fortune just to get into the trade.  For every 

option contract we sell back, we must have 100 shares of stocks. 

4. Once you find a stock below $10, look for options that will expire in 

4 weeks or less, since we want to be in and out as fast as possible. 

5. Look at the "Last Price“ column. 

6. We'll be purchasing the stock and selling back the option 
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For every option contract we sell back, we must have 100 shares of the 

stock. You're going to buy a hundred of these and then sell back one 

contract of options. One contract of options has one hundred options and 

you need to have a 1:1 agreement between stocks and options. 

 

EXAMPLES 

Scrolling through the list of available stocks, the first we find that is below 

$10 is AMD.  

 AMD Stock: 

o Price: $9.76    

o Call: $11    

o Return Value: $ 0.10  

o Overall Profit: 1% 

 Profit too small 

Since the potential profit was too small, we contiue the searh and the next 

stock is AMR. 

 AMR Stock: 

o Price: $7.78    

o Call: $8     

o Return Value: $0.44   

o Overall Profit: 5.6% 

 Good profit 

 

To calculate the potential Overall Profit, use this simple formula: 

Return Value / Price x 100 

 

 For Example 1 (AMD), this is how we calculated the Overall Profit: 

0.10 / 9.76 = 0.01 x 100 = 1% 

 

 For Example 2 (AMR), this is how we calculated the Overall Profit: 

0.44 / 7.78 = 0.056 x 100 = 5.6% 
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Step 2: Examining the stocks 

 

After picking your stock, the next step is to examine it. There are a few 

steps you need to follow in oder for this strategy to work, and here is the list 

of things you need to keep in mind when examining your stock and a list of 

tools that will help you to do so. 

Firstly then, here are six neccesary steps in order to make a good call on the 

selected stock: 

 

1. www.finance.yahoo.com 

This is a free web site that does all the testing you need. 

 

2. Get quotes 

Find your stock under "Get Quotes“ search box. Simply type in the 

ticker or the name of your stock in the search box and click "Get 

Quotes." 
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3. Interactive Charts Section 

Go to the "Interactive Charts“ section, where you'll be 

able to see the trend for your stock. Just as you can tell 

whether someone is happy or sad by looking at their face, 

you can tell a lot about the stock by looking at the chart. 

Live charts are displayed under the "Interactive Charts“ 

section on the website. 

4. Examine the chart 

For this particular strategy to work, we want the stock to be moving 

sideways, to have a flat trend. We don't want it to be going up or 

down. It can have small fluctuations, but overall we need it to go 

sideways. We will be examining the one-month (1M), three-month 

(3M) and six-month (6M) charts. 

 

5. Events Section 

Under "Events,“ you can turn on all events to help you get a good idea 

about how your stock responds to key developments that have been 

occuring in the market. 
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6. Headlines Section  

Next in line is the "headlines“ section, which will allow us to see if 

there is any pending news for our stock. We will look for anything that 

can change the chart trend of our stock, anything that will affect the 

price. For example: 

 Technology company is releasing a new product 

 Pharmaceutical company is releasing a new drug 

 Court date scheduled 

If we see any major news pending for our stock, we will disregard that 

stock and start to look for another one, since this strategy only works 

with a flat, sideways trend. 

We will look for the news before the third Friday of the month, when 

that option expires, because once that option expires – you are out of 

the trade anyway. 

 

Step 3: Buying the stocks 

After you've done your research and ascertained that the stock has 

potential, during the next day's trading session, it's easy to buy that stock in 

increments of 100 shares and sell back the option for the same ration 

(remember 100 shares/option contract) of contracts.  

That way you basically bought the stock at a discount. 

Wait until the third Friday of the month, and you'll either get called-out of 

that option or you'll buy that option and sell the stock. 
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SUMMARY 

 

This is the process I use every single month, sometimes a few times a 

month. 

It will take you one afternoon a month to research the stock, find the ones 

you're interested in and make the trade. 

Hopefully you'll like this strategy and be successfull with it. 

It is a simple, effective technique that uses free tools and generates 

consistent returns of 3%, 10% or even 15% per month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

A.J. Brown 


